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For any closed Spin manifold Ma’+* of dimension 8r+2, there is an associated symmetric 
bilinear form. In a recent paper, Landweber and Stong showed that the rank of this form is given 
by the Stiefel-Whitney number w~w~~-_JM]. Here we consider the relationship between this 
number and the involutions on M, determining w4wsr_J M] in terms of certain fixed point data. 
As one special case, if we let F8*+4 denote the fixed point components of dimension - 4 (mod 8), 
we prove: If (T, M) is an involution of odd-type, then w4ws,_JM] = ,Y(F~*+~). 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57Rl9, 57S17, 55M20 
Spin manifold Stiefel-Whitney number involution 
1. Introduction 
In a recent paper [lo], Landweber and Stong studied the following bilinear form 
for closed Spin manifolds of dimension 8r +2. For x, y E H4’(M; 2,) the form is 
given by 
1% Yl =b* sq*.Y, [WE 22. 
Considering the form as being defined on integral cohomology via (mod 2) reduction, 
they proved as their main result the following 
1.1 (Landweber-Stong). For a closed Spin manifold M8’+2 of dimension 8r+2, 
w,w,,_,[M] is the rank (mod 2) of the form [ , ] on integral cohomology. 
This of course is completely analogous to the work of Lusztig, Milnor and Peterson 
[ 121 concerning orientable manifolds of dimension 4r + 1. The rank of the appropri- 
ate form there ((x, y) =(x. Sq’y, [MI)) is given by the so-called de Rham invariant. 
(It is the Stiefel-Whitney number w2w+,[ MI). The Landweber-Stong theorem 
shows that just as in the case of the de Rham invariant (or the Euler characteristic 
or the signature, etc.), the characteristic number w,w,,_,[ M], for 8r + 2-Spin mani- 
folds, has geometric significance. 
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The purpose of this paper is to study the number w,w,,_,[M] with regard to the 
smooth involutions on lkfsr+‘. Our investigation parallels that given in [9] which 
dealt with the de Rham invariant. 
In [9], (following along the lines of P.A. Smith’s classical result that for any 
involution (T, M), x(M) = x(F) (mod 2) where F denotes the fixed point set), we 
showed that for any involution ( T, M4r+‘) on an oriented 4r + 1 -manifold, 
w,w,,-,[W = C x(F”) + &r * SdMW, 
m--2Cmod4) 
where B,(M) E Hk(M; Z,) is the kth-Bredon-Hattori class of the involution. With 
B even = 0 for any orientation-reversing involution, we obtained 
1.2. For any orientation-reversing involution on a closed oriented 4r+ l-manifold 
4r+l 
M , 
w2w4r-,[Ml = C x(F”‘). 
m--2(mod4) 
Our main result here is the following: 
1.3. Theorem. Let (T, M8’+2) b e an involution on a closed Spin manifold of dimension 
8r+2. 
(i) If Tpreserves the Spin structure on M, then 
W4W8r-2[Ml = C x(Fm) + B4,. Sq2&r[Ml. 
m=4(mod8) 
(ii) If T is orientation-reversing, then 
w4w8r-2[M1 =I W2Wm-2[Fm1e 
m 
According to Atiyah and Bott [l], if an involution (T, M) preserves the Spin 
structure on M and F # 0, then either codimension F” = 0 (mod 4) (in which case 
T is an involution of even type) or codimension F” = 2 (mod 4) (in which case T 
is of odd type), for each component F” of F. (The actual definitions of even and 
odd type are given in [l]). The involutions of odd type play the role here that the 
orientation-reversing involutions play in the “oriented-4r + 1” case. The fact (Propo- 
sition 2.4) that if T is of odd type, then Bk(Msrf2 ) = 0 Vk = 0 gives the following 
analogy to 1.2. 
1.4. Corollary. If (T’, M 8rt2) is an involution of odd type on a closed Spin mantfold 
of dimension 8r + 2, then 
w4%-2[“l = 
p4&,d8) ‘lF”)’ 
It is well known that any oriented 2n-manifold M that possesses an orientation- 
reversing involution, has x(M) = 0 (mod 2). In [9], we showed that for any oriented 
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4r + 1 -manifold that possesses an orientation-reversing involution with orientable 
fixed set, w~w+~[M~~+‘] = 0. Here we get: 
1.5. Corollary. If a closed 8r + 2-Spin manifold M possesses an involution of odd type 
with the fixed point set being a Spin manifold, then w,w,,-,[ M] = 0. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.4, w,w,,_J M] = C x( F”) where m ranges over all dimensions 
of the form gk+4. By the Wu formula, x(F’*~+~) = &+2[F] where vi denotes the 
ith-Wu class. The result follows from the fact that for any Spin manifold vi = 0 
Vi = 2(mod 4). 0 
Finally, there is the classical theorem of Conner and Floyd which states that for 
any involution (T, M”‘), if x(M’“) = 1 (mod 2), then dim F 2 n. The corresponding 
result [9, Prop. 6.11 for involutions on odd-dimensional manifolds states that if 
~2~2np,[M *“+‘I = 1, then dim F 2 n. A simple modification of the proof in [9] gives 
the following: 
1.6. Proposition. Let (T, M 4ni2) be an involution on a closed 4n +2-manifold. If 
w,w,,_,[M] = 1, then dim F 3 2n. 
Proof. By [3, 5 31, if dim F< (2n + 1) -2, then M4”+2 E 9~,~,dd\3~,dd’31,d~~~~~~. Say 
[M] = [P. 0. R. S. T]. Recalling that for any odd-dimensional manifold X”, 
w,[X] = w,w,_,[X] = 0, 
w,w,,-,[M] = w,w,+,~z[PQ1 ’ w2~,+.,+,-2[RSTl 
(where p, q, r, s, t = dim P, Q, R, S and T respectively) 
= w2wp+qp2 [WI . (wzw~-z[RI . x(W) 
=0 (since x(ST)=x(S) .x(T)=O). 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Theorem 1 is proven in 
Section 4 as a special case of a general formula for w,w,,-,[ M]. The statement and 
proof of this formula, Theorem 3.4, is given in Section 3. Section 2 describes the 
Bredon-Hattori classes. We provide their definitions and a list of some properties. 
Throughout this paper all cohomology is with Z,-coefficients. 
2. The Bredon-Hattori classes 
The Bredon-Hattori cohomology classes of an involution (T, M) were defined 
by P.E. Conner and E.Y. Miller in [5] and independently by A. Hattori in [7]. 
Conner and Miller, who called these classes the Bredon classes, showed that the 
two definitions are equivalent. The definitions are as follows: 
Given a free involution (T, X), let c E H’(X/ T) be the lst-Whitney class of the 
O-sphere bundle X+X/T and let Q: Z-I’(X)+ H*‘(X/ T) be the cohomology 
operation of Bredon [2, p. 4061. 
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Definition (Conner-Miller). Let (T, M”) be an involution on a closed smooth 
manifold. Let N > n and let (A, SN) be the antipodal involution. The Bredon class 
Bk E Hk(M) is the unique class for which 
(& . (Y, [it’f”]) = C2k+N-nQ(a @ l), 
for all (Y E Hnmk( M). 
Definition (Hattori). Let i: F + M be the inclusion of the fixed point set and let 
i! : H*( F”) + H*+“-m (M”) be the Gysin (or Umkehr) homomorphism. The total 
class B, is defined by 
Sq B, = i!( w( F)). 
The Bredon-Hattori classes have a number of interesting properties, the following 
of which are particularly important to this paper. 
2.1. If (T, M) is the identity involution, then Bk = vk Vk. 
2.2. If k > n/2, then Bk(M”) = 0. 
2.3. (Lin [ 111). (i) Let ( T, M) be an involution on a closed smooth oriented manifold. 
If T is orientation-preserving (resp. orientation-reversing), then Bk = 0 Vk odd (resp. 
Vk even). 
(ii) Let (T, M”) be an involution on a closed Spin manifold. If Tpreserves the Spin 
structure on M, then Bk = 0 Vk f 0 (mod 4). 
We also need the following refinement of Lin’s result. The proof we present, a 
very nice and simple application of Hattori’s definition, is due to Bob Stong. 
2.4. Proposition. Let (T, Mgr”) b e an involution on a closed 8r+2-Spin manifold. 
If T is of odd type, then Bk = 0 Vk. 
Proof. The proof uses total cohomology classes. 
Let x E H*(M) and let r] + F denote the normal bundle of E 
@,x, [MI) = CQ-‘i,(w(F))x, [MI) =(Sq-‘(&(w(F)) . Sq x1, [MI) 
=(w(M).i!(w(F)).Sqx,[M])=(w(F)i*(w(M)Sqx),[F]) 
. i*(x), [F] 
> 
. 
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According to Edmonds [6], since T preserves the Spin structure on M, F is 
orientable. Consequently, 
v(F)=l+u,+z~~+... and V( F)2 lies in dimensions = 0 (mod 4). 
Since M is Spin, v(M) lies in dim s = 0 (mod 4). And since T is of odd type, each 
component of F has dimension=0 (mod 4). Hence, if (B,x, [M])#O, dim x=0 
(mod 4). Therefore, since dim M z 2 (mod 8), if Bk f 0, then k- 2 (mod 4). The 
result now follows from 2.3. cl 
For more information on the Bredon-Hattori classes and the work of Conner 
and Miller, see [8]. 
3. The general formula for w,w,,_,[M] 
For any 8r+2-Spin manifold, w,w,,_,[ M] = vdr. Sq’uJM]. This fact and the 
fact that the Bredon-Hattori classes can be thought of as generalizations of the Wu 
classes (see 2.1) suggest that given an involution (T, Mprf2), we consider the number 
B,, . Sq2B4,[ M] and its relation to w,w,,_,[ M]. The computation of Bdr * Sq2B,,[ M] 
depends on the following result obtained by Landweber and Stong [lo, 3 61 as an 
extension of their main theorem. 
3.1 (Landweber-Stong). For a closed Spin manifold Msr+’ of dimension 8r+2 and 
class x E H4r( M; Z,), if Sq’x = 0 then 
x. Sq2x[ M] = v4,Sq2x[ M]. 
With this result, we prove 
3.2. Lemma. Let (T, M8rt2) b e an involution on a closed 8r+2-Spin manifold. If 
Sq’ B4r = 0, then 
B,; Sq2&CW =C <d+ d-t w:w2+ ~4(77m))w,-4[F”‘l. 
m 
Proof. 
B4r. Sq*&SMl = v4r. Sq2B4,[M] (by Landweber-Stong) 
= Sq4Sq4’_2 B,,[M] (by the Adem relations). 
Now by Hattori’s definition and 2.2, 
Sq 4’-1B4r-,+Sq4’-2B4~+Sq4’-3B4r+l =C i!(w,_4(Fm)). 
m 
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Applying Sq4, we have 
(9 
(ii) 
So, 
Sq4Sq4’-’ B4r-,[ M] = sq4’+’ Sq2B4,_,[M] = 0 (since M is orientable). 
Sq4Sq4’-‘Bdr+, [Ml = Sq4rSq’B4r+JMl 
= Sq’v4,B4,+i[M] (since M is orientable). 
= 0 (since v4,(Msrt2) is integral). 
Sq4Sq4’-‘B,,[M] = C Sq4(i,(w,_,(F”‘)))[M] 
m 
= C i*(~4(M)) . w,-4(F”)[Ml 
m 
=I <w:+ w:+ w:w,+ wq(77,)) * w,-4[Fm]. cl 
m 
3.3. Remark. In Section 4 we show that for any involution that preserves the Spin 
structure on M, Sq’B,, = 0. By (2.3) the same is true for orientation-reversing 
involutions. There are, however, involutions for which Sq’B,, # 0. The following is 
an example: 
Let (T,, RP(3)) be the involution defined by Tl[x,, . . . , x3] = [-x,, x1, x2, x3] and 
let (T,, RP(7)) be defined by T,[x,, . . . , x,] = [-x,, . . . , x7]. Let T = Tl x T2 be the 
diagonal involution on lRP(3) x RP(7). With the BH classes adhering to the standard 
product formula and considering 2.2, we have 
B~(T,RP(~)xRP(~))=B~(T~,~P(~))xB~(T~,~P(~)) 
and in turn, 
Sq’B,= B:x B,+B,xSq’B,. 
But according to [9, Theorem 4.2(ii)], B,( Tl, RP(3)) # 0 and B3( T,, RP(7)) f 0. 
That Sq’B,( T, RP(3) x RP(7)) # 0 follows simply from the structure of H*(RP(3) x 
RP(7)). 
This example also provides an answer to the following question: Since it is well 
known that for any closed 8r+2-Spin manifold M, v,,( Msr+‘) is the reduction of 
an integral class, is it true that for any involution (T, Msr+*), B4r( Msr+‘) is integral? 
The above example shows that it isn’t, since for any integral class x, Sq’x = 0. 
We now turn to the computation of w,w,,_,[M]. 
3.4. Theorem. Let (T, M*‘+*) b e an involution on a closed Spin manifold of dimension 
8r+2 and suppose Sq’B,,=O. 
(i) If T is orientation-preserving, then 
w,w,,-,[A41 =C %W2W,-3[~m]+ c X(F”)+B,r * Sq2B4r[Ml. 
m m=4(modS) 
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(ii) If T is orientation-reversing, then 
~‘I%-z[~l= c W2%dFrnl. 
m 
Proof. First, we can assume that dim F < 8r+ 2 since if Fsrt2 f 0, the involution 
must be orientation-preserving and 
w~,w~,_~[ Fxrt2] = vdr. Sq2v,,[ F8’+2] = B,,Sq2B,,[ FRrt2] by 2.1. 
(Note that with F8r+2 being Spin, w, w,w,,_,[ F8’+2] = 0). 
The computation of w~w~~_~[M] is essentially just a matter of applying the theorem 
of Conner and Floyd [4] that states that M is cobordant to the real projective bundle 
RP( 9 0 19’) over F where 77 is the normal bundle of F and 8’ is a trivial line bundle. 
I.e. 
xrt1 
[M]=[RP(?lOe’)l= 1 [RP(77mOe1)]EY?s,+2. 
f?=O 
Accordingly, 
Recall that H*(IWP(n,@ 0’)) is a free H*(F)-module on generators 
3, b, . . . , bsr+*-“’ with the relation 
8?-+3pm 
1 b’ %+3--m-i(~7m0 0’) = 0 
i=O 
and that the total Stiefel-Whitney class of RP( T,,,@ 0’) is given by 
w(IwP(~,OO1))= w(F,,,)((1+b)8’+3-“+(1+b)8r+2~mw,(q,,)+~~ 
+(l+b)wsr+2-m(~lm)). 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Furthermore, since wr( M) = wa( M) = w3( M) = 0 (because M is Spin), we have that 
~~(7) = wr(F), w2(n) = w2(F)+ w:(F) and ~~(77) = w3(F) + w:(F). 
Now if we expand (3.6), writing wi for wi(F”), we get 
w4(~~(~m~e’))=W4+W:+W:W*+W:+W4(~,)+(W3+W,W2+wW:)b 
+(w,+(m+l)w:)b2 
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and 
w,,-,(Mrl,@ 0’)) 
+(8r+,-m) w,b-q W,_, 
+[(8r+:-m)h8r~~+(8r+:m)w,b8”-’ 
+ (,r+; -“> W2(T)bB.‘-q Wrn_2 
+[(8~+3b8r+l-m+(8r+:_m)w,b8.-..’ 
+[(m+l)b8’+2-“+mw,b8r+1-m+(m+l)w2(~)b8’-m 
+ mw,(v)b”-‘-“+(m + l)w,(7j)Z1~‘~~~“]w,_,. 
The computation of w,wg,_#!P(n,,,@ e’)] using (3.1) and the properties of 
binomial coefficients 
(e.g. (8r’iPm)=(m:3)=1 e m=O (mod4)), 
is routine. Obtaining the simplified form presented in Theorem 3.4, however, does 
require the use of a whole bunch of Stiefel-Whitney number relations. There are 
the well-known facts [13, Remark 2.31 that for any m-manifold M”, 
2 
WlW,-, = WlW,-2= w, = 0 if m is odd, 
2 m-3 w,w,_, = w1w,_2= 
( > 2 
W, if m is even. 
We list the lesser known relations that we use, in the following lemma. All of these 
relations can be derived pretty easily from the Wu formula wi = C Sq’viPj and the 
properties of the Steenrod squares; specifically, the Cartan formula Sq’(xy) = 
1 Sq’-‘x * Sq’y and the Adem relations 
[a/21 
sqasqb= 1 
i=O 
“‘b-iSq’ where a < 2b. 
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3.5. Lemma. For any m-manifold M” there are the following Stiefel- Whitney number 
relations: 
(i) If m is odd, w:w,,_~= w:w,_~= w,w~w,-~=O. 
(ii) If m = 1 (mod 4), w~w,,-~ = w~w,,_~. 
(iii) rfm = 3 (mod 4), w~w~w,,_.+= w~w,_~. 
(iv) If m is even, w:w,,~~ = w;w,,_~ and w,w~w,,~~= w~w,,-~ = wlw2w,~3. 
(v) If m =O (mod 4), w~w,w,_,=O. 
(vi) If m = 0 or 6 (mod 8), w~w,,_~ = w:w,,_~. 
Proof. All of the various techniques and ‘tricks of the trade’ that we use to obtain 
these relations can be seen in the proofs of parts (ii) and (vi). Accordingly, to avoid 
repetition and too much ugly detail, we leave the other parts to the reader. 
(ii) Let m = 4k+ 1. Then 
&wz,k_2 = (v3+ Sq’v2)(Sq2k-2v2k + v;k-_l) 
= sq’sq2k-2 t& + sq’v, ’ sq 2kp2t& + w,vz&_1 
= o+ w,v2 . SqZ?Izk + v2 . Sq’Sq2k-2v2k + Sq2( wr v:k_l) 
= w; ’ Sq2k?.& + ,‘“,Sq2S‘,2k-2v2k + v2Sq2k-‘v2k +o 
= (w:+ v2)Sq2k%2k 
= &wdk-, . 
(vi) Let m = 2k and suppose k = 0 or 3 (mod 4). Then 
w2w2k-_2 = w&&2+ u2(Sqk-‘vk + &r) 
w2k + Sqk-‘Sq’vk + Sq2(&) 
w2k+Sq’vk_Ivk+ w,vk-,vk+tq’v&, 
wluk-luk if k = 0 (mod 4), = 
W2k + WlVk--IVk if k = 3 (mod 4). 
w;,‘,$-‘= w,w:(Sqk-3&+SqkP2t&_r) = w:Sq1(Sqk-3uk+Sqk-2v&,). 
{ 
2 2 
WlV2np1 if k=2n, = 
W:Sq2n-1v2n+l if k=2n+l, 
1 
v2nWlvZn~l if k=2n, = 
Sq2”( w12)2n+l)+ v:,,+~ if k = 2n + 1, 
VkWIVk-1 if k=2n, = 
vk&1 WlUk + W2k if k=2n+l. 
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Hence w~w,+~ = w:w,,_~ and this completes the proof of Lemma 3.5. As the bottom 
line, we get 
W‘l%-,W=Y%@ e’11 
i 
w~w,,-~ if m is odd, 
= (w:+ w:+ w:w,+ w,(q,))w,_,+ w,w~w,,_~ if m=O, 2 or 6 (mod S), (3.3) 
(w~+w~+w~w,+w,(~,))w,_,+w,w,~~_~+~~ if m=4 (mod8). 
The result now follows from Lemma 3.2 and the fact that for any orientation- 
reversing (resp. orientation-preserving) involution, codim F” is odd (resp. 
even). 0 
Remark 3.9. Formula (3.3) holds for any involution regardless of whether Sq’B,, = 0 
or not. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
Part (ii) of Theorem 1.3 was proven as part of Theorem 3.4. The proof of part 
(i) comes down to the following Lemma. 
4.1. Lemma. Let (T, MS’+‘) b e an involution on a closed 8r + 2-Spin manifold. If T 
preserves the Spin structure on M, then Sq’ Bbr = 0. 
Proof. Let x E H4’+l( M). 
(Sq’B,, - x, [MI) = ( Bdr. Sq’x, [MI) (since M is orientable) 
MxS3 
= cQ(Sq’xOl), TxA [ I) (by the CM definition of Bdr) 
MxS3 
cQ(Sq’(xOl)), TxA 
[ I) . 
In a result [5, Theorem 4.51 that describes the interaction between the Bredon 
operation and the Steenrod squares, Conner and Miller showed that if LY E Hk(M), 
%*o(~)= ,” 
0 
c*Q(a)+ Q(Sq’a)+tr(y) for some y E H2k+2(M) (4.1) 
where tr: H’(M) + H’(M/ T) denotes the transfer. Accordingly, 
cQ(%‘(xO I)), [zs])=( M x S3 c(%‘Q(x@l)+tr(v)), TEA [ I) 
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(since by the Smith-Gysin exact sequence, ctr(y) = 0), 
MxS3 
Sq2(cQ(xOl))+Sq1c* Sq’Q(xOl), TxA 
[ I) 
M x S3 
= 0 since-----is Spin 
TxA 
. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 0 
Theorem 1.3 now follows directly from Theorem 3.4 and Edmond’s result that 
since T preserves the Spin structure on M, the fixed point set is orientable, implying 
that W, w,w,_,[ F”] = 0. 
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